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Ballston Lake, NY August 5, 2016:  Announce a new head lice prevention and education 
program called, “The Facts of Lice”.  The Facts of Lice will take the mystery and hysteria out 
of the topic of head lice.  The programs goal is education and most importantly, prevention 
of a head lice occurrence.  Educational, interactive, and fun, 
presentations to parents, teachers and students will take the shame 
out of lice while saving everyone time and money on ineffective 
products or home remedies.   

Elementary School presentations help students to become more 
understanding because anyone can get lice.  Each student receives a 
New Educational, “Facts of Lice Coloring Book”, developed by Miracles 
On Lice.   

Accompanied by a custom made, realistic Lice Exhibit, this three-
dimensional diorama depicting the life cycle of lice, will produce a 
memorable experience.  Created by a special effects artist, this exhibit 
includes two-foot hair strands, one-foot head lice and hatching nits! 

Why did Miracles On Lice create this program?  Thousands of happy customers repeatedly 
told us how much they learned from our service and how they taught others.  We decided 
to take our prevention expertise out of our Treatment Center and go directly to the public 
reflecting our mission to eliminate head lice.   

With the school year fast approaching and among the excitement 
of a new year is the dreaded lurking specter of head lice.  NBC 
Today Show recently aired a story on “super lice”, from the 
Journal of Entomology.  Miracles On Lice™ even collected 
samples for this study by the University of Massachusetts a few 
years ago. 

The Facts of Lice presentation has already drawn interest from 
New York State Elementary Schools interested in lice prevention 
education.  Our program will put a fun spin on a scary topic, 
reinforced with The Facts of Lice Coloring Book, will provide 
interesting facts that students will share with their parents.   

Miracles On Lice™ the premier professional lice removal company in the Capital Region and 
have successfully treated families in located in Ballston Lake, N.Y. 

You can visit them on the web at miraclesonlice.com or call them at (518) 937-0688.   
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